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Global Threat Intelligence
Cutting-edge Technology and The Secureworks Counter
Threat Unit™ (CTU™) Research Team Enhances Your Security
Defenses with Visibility Into the Threat Landscape

Building Stronger
Defenses Requires
Actionable Information
True threat intelligence is not just a
collection of threat indicators or data
points. For threat intelligence to be useful,
security teams must be able to combine
data points with contextual information that
enables them to determine what threats are
relevant to their organization and how best
to respond.
Information that does not empower an
organization to make smart, effective
decisions about cybersecurity cannot
provide much of a service — no matter
how it is packaged.
Secureworks harnesses the power of
the global network of clients to enhance
visibility into the threat landscape and
provide additional context to threats to
IT environments regardless of country or
industry — making Secureworks Threat
Intelligence Services truly intelligent,
enabling clients to see more, know more,
and do more to respond to threats quickly,
effectively, and confidently.

Global Threat Intelligence
Global Threat Intelligence is generalized
or non-targeted threat intelligence
developed by Secureworks expert security
researchers and based on data of threats
collected and analyzed by the CTU across
the client base of more than 4,000
managed security clients.
Using advanced tools and techniques,
Secureworks researchers thoroughly
dissect malware to determine its
functionality, purpose, composition and
source. Researchers share insight into
the malware’s potential impact to your
networks, systems, and information assets,
and suggest recommendations for the
malware’s removal.

Additional Service Offering:
Threat Intelligence Support
Threat Intelligence Support provides you
with direct access to CTU researchers for
information regarding threats, vulnerabilities
and advisories. When a request is
submitted, a CTU researcher will respond
within one business day. Direct access to
this team enhances your internal security
capabilities by providing expert guidance
and consultation as needed.

Availability varies by region. ©2018 SecureWorks, Inc. All rights reserved.

Client Benefits
• Globalized view of
emerging threats

• Understanding of

evolving Tactics,
Techniques and
Procedures (TTP) of
threat actors

• Information about known
threat infrastructure

• Newly identified
vulnerabilities

• Clear actionable

guidance to enhance
your security profile

• Unmatched malware

analysis and reverse
engineering expertise

THREAT INTELLIGENCE SERVICES
GLOBAL THREAT INTELLIGENCE
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Experience Does Not
Come in a Box

Secureworks Makes Threat
Intelligence Work for You

The Secureworks Counter Threat Unit (CTU)
consists of more than 80+ cybersecurity
experts, each with an average of 13 years
of experience. The CTU team has a diverse
background spanning private security,
military and intelligence communities, and
specializes in tracking, investigating, and
detecting sophisticated threat actors, be
they nation-state actors or cybercrime
groups. In addition, CTU researchers also
specialize in incident response, malware
analysis and digital forensics, making
their expertise regularly sought after by
government agencies, enterprises and
the media.

Secureworks pulls and contextualizes
information from the cyber underground,
analysis of attackers’ tactics, tools and
procedures, and the threat activity affecting
our clients worldwide. This enables
Secureworks to centralize, query, analyze,
and correlate billions of threat indicators
and event data.

The Secureworks Counter Threat Platform™
(CTP) uses machine learning and analytical
capabilities and seamlessly blends threat
intelligence into the delivery of our
solutions. Each day, our CTP processes
billions of events, generating more data and
greater visibility.

This mix of artificial and human intelligence
allows us to understand not only who is
behind an attack and how it occurred,
but also what happened in the client’s
environment and what can be done to
contain and eradicate the threat. By
leveraging the CTP, CTU, and global
visibility, Secureworks is able to bolster
clients’ security defenses continuously
and make security smarter.

About Secureworks
Secureworks® (NASDAQ: SCWX) is a leading global cybersecurity company that protects
organizations in the digitally connected world. We combine visibility from thousands of clients,
aggregate and analyze data from any source, anywhere, to prevent security breaches, detect
malicious activity in real time, respond rapidly, and predict emerging threats. We offer our
clients a cyber-defense that is Collectively Smarter. Exponentially Safer.™

Availability varies by region. ©2018 SecureWorks, Inc. All rights reserved.

Solution Features
• Vulnerability Data

Service: A detailed
analysis of current
vulnerabilities

• Threat Analysis

Service: A detailed
decomposition of
malware or threats
published by The
CTU Research Team
twice monthly

• Advisory Data Service:

Advisory reports contain
strategic security
information pertinent to
the threat landscape and
are published as threats
become known

• Monthly Security

Intelligence Webinar:
The CTU Research
Team hosts a monthly
webinar security briefing
describing current
security threats and
advisories

• Malware Code Analysis:
If unknown malicious
code affects your
organization, we reverse
engineer the code to
understand its behavior
and impact

For more information,
call 1-877-838-7947 to
speak to a Secureworks
security specialist.
secureworks.com
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